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ABSTRACT

Dynamic spectrum access enabled by cognitive radio networks is envisioned to address the problems of the ever-increasing wireless technology. This innovative technology increases spectrum utility by allowing unlicensed devices to utilise the unused spectrum band of licenced devices opportunistically. The unlicensed devices referred to as secondary users (SUs) constantly sense the spectrum band to avoid interfering with the transmission of the licenced devices known as primary users (PUs). Due to some environmental challenges that can interfere with effective spectrum sensing, the SUs have to cooperate in sensing the spectrum band. However, cooperative spectrum sensing is susceptible to the spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attack where selfish radios falsify the spectrum reports. Hence, there is a need to design a defence scheme that will defend the SSDF attack and guaranty correct final transmission decision.

In this study, we proposed the integration of the reputation based system and the q-out-of-m rule scheme to defend against the SSDF attack. The reputation-based system was used to determine the trustworthiness of the SUs. The q-out-of-m rule scheme where m sensing reports were selected from the ones with good reputation and q was the final decision, which was used to isolate the entire malicious nodes and make the correct final transmission decision. The proposed scheme was implemented in a Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Network (CRAHN) where the services of a data fusion centre (FC) were not required. The SUs conducted their own data fusion and made their own final transmission decision based on their sensing reports and the sensing reports of their neighbouring nodes. Matlab was used to implement and simulate the proposed scheme. We compared our proposed scheme with the multi-fusion based distributed spectrum sensing and density based system schemes. Metrics used were the success probability, missed detection probability and false alarm probability. The proposed scheme performed better compared to the other schemes in all the metrics.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Cognitive radio networks (CRN) address the problems of spectrum scarcity by allowing unlicensed users known as secondary users (SUs) to utilize the vacant spectrum band of licensed users known as primary users (PUs) without causing interference to the PUs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. However, this imposes some unique security challenges due to malicious users (MUs) who report incorrect spectrum observations to the SUs [7].

Security issues in CRN have become a major concern; we have attackers who take advantage of CRN by reporting incorrect spectrum observation to the SUs in an attempt to cause interference to PUs or denial of service to SUs. Reddy in [8] mentions some attacks launched against SUs also referred to as cognitive radios (CRs). This attacks which include jamming, jellyfish, and interference by malicious nodes, overlapping secondary users, primary user emulation attack and spectrum sensing data falsification attack.

This study investigates the spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attack [9]. We propose the integration of the reputation and q-out-of-m rule schemes to mitigate the effects of the SSDF attack. The integrated scheme filters incorrect reports, identifies outliers, which are malicious SUs who do not belong in the network [10], and makes the correct transmission decision. The reputation-based system was used to determine the trustworthiness of the SUs based on their past reports [11]. The q-out-of-m rule, in which the final decision is made based on q sensing reports out of m polled reports [12] was used to suppress the SSDF attack. This scheme was deployed on an ad hoc network and does not require the presence of a common receiver or fusion centre (FC) to perform the data fusion.

1.1.1 Background of the problem
In 1985, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a mandate defining several portions of the spectrum as licenced-exempt [13] [14] [15]. This authorized unlicensed device to make use of the unutilized spectrum band, which presented attackers with an opportunity to launch attacks against both the PUs and the SUs.
SUs determine the presence of PUs by incorporating spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing can be conducted in one of two ways, either cooperatively or non-cooperatively [16] [17] [18]. Non-cooperatively, whereby the SUs conduct PUs detection and make the final decision by themselves regarding the status of the spectrum band [19]. Cooperatively in which all the SUs in the network conduct PUs detection and share the information with each other [20]. Authors in [21], [22] have discovered that cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) is superior to non-cooperative spectrum sensing due to Byzantine failures in the network which lead to primary user signal fading, hidden terminal problem and shadowing. In order to improve the performance of spectrum sensing, authors have proposed cooperation among the SUs in conducting spectrum sensing, [23] [24]. However, CSS is susceptible to the SSDF attack [25].

1.1.2 The research problem

There is still a need to fill the gap in addressing the SSDF attack in Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHN). The SSDF attack disturbs CRN by reporting incorrect spectrum observations to the neighbouring nodes in an attempt to enforce an incorrect transmission decision making. This may lead to PUs interference or SUs denial of service. This research will attempt to mitigate the SSDF attack in CRAHN by implementing the reputation-based system and the q-out-of-m-rule scheme.

1.1.3 Aim of the study

The aim of the study is to contribute to the existing body of knowledge in infrastructure-less CRN security. We aim at using the reputation and q-out-of-m-rule to mitigate the SSDF attack in CRAHN where the services of a FC are not required. We aim at using the proposed scheme to distinguish between honest users, malicious users and unintentionally misbehaving SUs, which are SUs that temporarily report incorrect observations because of the Byzantine failures in the network [26].

1.1.4 Research objectives

The objectives of the research are:
1. To deploy the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme in CRAHN and assess its effectiveness in defending against the SSDF attack.
2. To examine the ability of the reputation based system in removing attackers in CRAHN.
3. Investigate the hit and run attack, always yes attack, always no attack and assess their impact on the network.
4. Investigate unintentionally misbehaving nodes and distinguish them from outliers.

1.1.5 Hypothesis
If the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme can be deployed in CRAHN, the SSDF attack will be mitigated.

The reputation-based system can be deployed in CRAHN and nodes with bad reputations will be excluded from the network.

Reputation restoration can be implemented to accommodate unintentionally misbehaving SUs

The q-out-of-m rule can be able to prevent malicious nodes from performing the hit and run attack to escape a bad reputation.

1.1.6 The research questions
This research seeks to mitigate the SSDF attack in CRAHN by implementing an effective mechanism known as reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme. This research aims to answer the following research questions.

1. Can the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme be deployed in CRAHN to mitigate the SSDF attack?
2. Can the reputation-based system be used to remove outliers in CRAHN?
3. Can the q-out-of-m rule scheme be used to discourage the hit and run attack?
4. Can temporary misbehaving nodes be distinguished from outliers?

1.2 Brief Literature review
Due to the ever-changing topology of CRAHN and the openness of wireless channels, the SUs are prone to various security challenges that attempt to cause denial of service or interference to PUs [27]. The SSDF attack is one of the attacks
launched by attackers with the aim of enforcing an incorrect transmission decision [28]. Researchers have proposed different schemes to counter the SSDF attack in CRAHN. Seif in [29] proposed a censoring based hard decision distributed detection framework for infrastructure-less CRN. Their proposed scheme does not require the services of a FC for decision-making, rather they used a binary consensus algorithm that allowed SUs to exchange binary information and make the final decision based on the observations and decisions of their direct neighbours. Our research does not require the presence of a FC to perform the data fusion; the SUs conduct cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) and perform their own data fusion.

Yu et al. in [30] presented a consensus-based CSS scheme to counter SSDF attacks in CRN. Their scheme was based on recent advances in bio-inspired consensus algorithms. Each user in the proposed scheme used a selected criterion to exclude a suspicious neighbour and then compared the average results with a pre-defined threshold to make the final decision. The shortcoming of the scheme was that it filtered out honest SUs if they behaved suspiciously. We addressed this shortcoming by deploying a reputation-based system that restores the reputation of nodes that temporarily misbehave so that they are not filtered out as outliers.

Wang et al. in [31] proposed a system that calculates the untrustworthiness or the suspicious level of SUs using a reputation based system that removes the suspicious SUs before the final transmission decision could be made [31]. Their system required the presence of a FC to make the data fusion which was a shortcoming in our research. We addressed this shortcoming by deploying the reputation-based system in a distributed environment where the services of a FC were not required.

The study in [32], proposed a consensus-based cooperative spectrum-sensing scheme that is based on advances in consensus algorithms looking at the character and self-organising behaviour of animal groups such as fish, ants, honeybees and birds. Their proposed scheme did not require a FC to do the data fusion, the SUs had the ability to maintain themselves. To improve the security level of their proposed scheme, the researchers proposed an authentication scheme using identity-based cryptography that shared a threshold value secretly. One drawback of their proposed system was delay. The time the nodes take to encrypt and decrypt
the information was long; the spectrum band might not remain unutilized for a long time. We proposed a reputation-based scheme that did not require the presence of a common controller but is more effective in countering against the SSDF attack; it is easy to implement and fast to make the final transmission decision.

Pongaliur et al [33] presented a defence mechanism for infrastructure-less cognitive networks using a lightweight- fusion based spectrum sensing scheme which can sense data fusion, propagate the reputation of SUs and make the final transmission decision [33]. The scheme was able to detect outliers and remove them before making the final transmission decision. This scheme did not propose a mechanism that deals with nodes that can change their reports estimating their reputation probability. One way to counter this shortcoming was to use a mechanism that will be able to identify such malicious nodes and eliminate them from the final decision-making.

1.3 Proposed methodology
This research aims to mitigate the SSDF attack in CRAHN by using the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme whereby:

A SU attains the spectrum observations of its direct neighbours and then assesses their reputation to select the neighbours with a good or almost good reputation to be considered in the final decision-making. Due to some MUs which are able to change their reports to prevent having a bad reputation and be classified as outliers, we used the q-out-of-m rule, in which the final decision is made based on q sensing reports out of m polled nodes from the ones with good reputation, to guard against the hit and run attack [34].

Since we were dealing with a mobile topology, reputation propagation was used to propagate the reputation of the SUs to all the secondary networks. If the reputation of a node reaches a predefined threshold value (TV), then that node was considered as an outlier. Legitimate SUs that temporarily misbehave or report incorrect observations reputations were restored if the SUs stopped reporting incorrect observations. The proposed scheme was compared with the multi fusion-based distributed spectrum sensing scheme and density based system scheme in [33], [52]. Matlab was used to implement and simulate the proposed scheme. We tested
the proposed scheme considering the number of nodes, the number of malicious nodes in the network and attack strategy deployed by the SSDF attack.

1.4 Research motivations
This research project was motivated by the fact that not a lot of contributions have been given to infrastructure-less cognitive networks thus this research adds to the knowledge of SSDF attack security in infrastructure-less cognitive networks. Learning that infrastructure-less cognitive networks are important in military battlefields, emergencies, and disaster relief motivated us to partake research in this field.

1.4.1 Contributions of the research

This paper showed the theoretical analysis of the proposed scheme in CRAHN. It showed how the scheme can minimize the effects of the SSDF attack. The reputation-based system isolated the extreme outliers and the q-out-of-m rule scheme isolated the remaining outliers that have passed the first fusion step.


This paper investigated the integration of the reputation based system and majority rule on CRAHN to detect and isolate the SSDF attack. The paper contributed to the detection of the SSDF attack. It showed how the integration of the two schemes minimized the effects of the SSDF attack.


This paper investigated the SSDF attack in CRAHN using an integrated scheme known as the modified Z-test and q-out-of-m rule scheme. The modified Z-test was used to isolate extreme outliers in the network. The q-out-of-m rule scheme was implemented to mitigate the SSDF attack, where a random number m is selected
from the sensing results and q is the final decision from m. The scheme did not require the services of a fusion centre for decision making. We contributed to the detection and isolation of the SSDF attack in CRAHN.


This paper investigated statistical approaches versus trust-based approaches in CRAHN. It investigated which approach best mitigates the SSDF attack. The paper contributed to the discovering improved methods of defending against the SSDF attack.


This paper investigated the reputation based system in CRAHN. We presented motivation of why the reputation-based system was integrated with the q-out-of-m rule scheme. The paper contributed to the detection of the SSDF attack. It showed how the reputation-based system effectively mitigates the SSDF attack but requires improvement.

**1.5 Scope and delimitations**

The proposed scheme was tested on a network size of 10, 50, 100, 150 and 250. It is required that the network size be increased to determine the behaviour of the proposed scheme. There is also a need to increase the attack sizes to determine the effects of the SSDF attack when the attack exceeds the legitimate SUs. The reputation based system is integrated with the q-out-of-m rule scheme, we needed to test the effectiveness of the scheme when integrated with other well performing schemes thus the conference papers address this delimitation.

**1.6 Overview**

Chapter two reviews the related work conducted in SSDF attack both in CRN and CRAHN. We investigated the challenges and limitations the authors encountered in conduction their study in SSDF. We focused on ways we can address the challenges mostly in CRAHN. Chapter three overviews the design implications followed in
designing and implementing the proposed scheme. We looked at the methodology followed and the parameters implemented in designing the proposed scheme. Chapter four discusses the network configurations

Chapter five discusses the simulation results. We compared the results of the proposed schemes to the density based distributed spectrum sensing and the multi-fusion based distributed spectrum sensing schemes. We showed how the proposed scheme performs better in detecting and isolating the SSDF attack looking at success probability, missed detection probability and false alarm probability.

In chapter six we concluded the study by summarising the work done. We discussed the challenges encountered and the limitations of the study. Future work and recommendations that need to be conducted to improve the performance of the proposed scheme are highlighted.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have received significant attention from the research community due to their impact on both military and civilian applications [35] [36]. However, wireless networks are characterized by a static spectrum assignment policy. Due to this policy, a large portion of the spectrum remains unutilised while there is a need for the utilisation of the unused spectrum [37]. Cognitive radio technology was proposed to address these spectrum inefficiency problems [38] [39]. Cognitive radio allows SUs to utilise the available spectrum band of PUs [40]. The SUs are equipped with cognitive capabilities to opportunistically utilise the spectrum band without causing interference to the licenced devices, which exposes nodes to SSDF attack. This chapter reviews related work done by researchers in attempting to mitigate the effects of the SSDF attack. Analysis of their proposed schemes is done to determine their drawbacks and caps that need to be filled.

2.2 Wireless networks
Since the early 1970`s, wireless networks have become increasingly popular due to their provision of information regardless of the user`s geographic location [41]. Wireless networks can be classified into two types, infrastructure-less and infrastructure-based [42], [43], [44]. Infrastructure-based wireless networks are governed by base stations or centralised controllers, which communicate with each other through links. Nodes are linked to the base stations, which act as their guide for communication with other nodes. Infrastructure-less wireless networks, commonly referred to as ad-hoc wireless networks are network topologies that are not guided by base stations. Nodes form a temporary network for communication then terminate their connection when transmissions are completed.

2.3.1 Multi-fusion based distributed spectrum sensing [33].
SSDF is an attack whereby a malicious SU reports incorrect local sensing reports to other SUs. This attack misleads the SUs, to cause interference to PUs or because of selfish intentions of utilising the band. Pongaluir et al in [33] conducted a study in
infrastructure-less SSDF attack where the presence of an FC was not required. Their research work suppresses the effects of the SSDF attack by using a mechanism known as multi-fusion based distributed spectrum sensing (MFDSS). The MFDSS includes three steps, sensing data, reputation propagation, fusion, and decision fusion.

The researchers first isolate extreme outliers by using sample kurtosis and significance table or z-test, which removes extreme outliers caused by byzantine failures. They used a reputation value to remove the extreme outliers. The fusion node decides whether the sensing inputs of the neighbouring nodes should be included in outlier detection using their reputation values. If the reputation value of a node is not present, the node is put in an incubation period chosen randomly by that particular fusion node.

MFDSS was tested in different network sizes from 50,100,150 to 200 with different malicious users (MUs) sizes from 10% to 40%. This scheme performs well with a number of malicious devices close up to 50% and degrades gracefully beyond that, which can be a drawback. In some network environment, the number of MUs can be above 50%. Our research considered MUs above 50%.

2.3.2 The weight sequential probability ratio test (WSPRT) [45], [46].

The work in [45], [46] addressed the SSDF attack by assigning each SU a weight value. It assessed the output of each user to determine how close it is to the output produced by the FC. If the binary output of a node was the same as that produced by the FC the reputation metric of the node was incremented by one, otherwise it was decremented. Each SU decided between two hypotheses when sensing the spectrum band, PUs being absent or present. The authors studied two types of attacks in this work, always reporting true attackers, that reports that the band is idle and the always-reporting false attackers that report the opposite of what they have sensed.

The advantage of this work was that it restored the reputation of nodes that temporarily misbehave. Results show that the drawback of this work was when the number of attackers was greater than the number of SUs because of the majority rule used. As the probabilities of the two hypotheses were fixed, the weight sequential probability ratio test (WSPRT) may not perform properly in a highly
dynamic environment. Another drawback of this work was that it required a FC to make the final decision. In a distributed environment, a FC may not be favourable. Our research did not require the services of the FC for decision-making. Each SU performed its own fusion using its own observations and the observations of its neighbouring nodes. The sample sizes selected by the researchers were insufficient. Large sample sizes are required in order to achieve comparative results.

2.3.3 The hit and run attack [47].

The authors in [47] studied a different kind of attack known as the hit and run attack. This attack can change its reports by estimating its suspicious level. As long as the suspicious level of the attacker is below a predefined threshold value it will report incorrect observations. If it determines that its suspicious level is above the threshold value it will start reporting correct spectrum observations until its reputation is restored.

The authors defended against such an attack by determining the suspicious level of the nodes. If the suspicious level of the node becomes larger than the predefined value, a point value was assigned to the node. When it exceeds the predefined value its decisions were ignored permanently which was the drawback of this work. Unintentionally misbehaving nodes were permanently removed from final decision-making. This drawback was addressed by restoring the reputation of nodes that unintentionally misbehaved. Another drawback was that this attack type was investigated in CRN. Our research investigated this attack type in CRAHN and used the q-out-if-m rule scheme to defend against the attack.

2.3.4 Trust-based detection scheme [48].

Yu et al. in [48] proposed a scheme to mitigate the effects of the SSDF attack in CRAHN. In this proposed scheme, SUs perform spectrum sensing and exchanged their observations amongst each other. The SUs then computed the maximum deviation of the received information from the mean value. Users with the maximum deviation were assumed attackers and their inputs were ignored in the final decision-making. Each user decided that the band under test is occupied if the consensus was greater than a pre-defined threshold.
The final decision made by each SU depended on its own observation and the observations of its neighbouring nodes. The simulation results showed that the scheme performed well only with one attacker, which was a drawback of this work. In the simulation results, when the number of attackers were more than one the performance of the scheme seemed to degrade. In a network, the number of attackers may be more than one. Our research considered an environment with more than one attacker and three different types of attacks.

2.3.5 Double-Sided Neighbor Distance (DSND) algorithm [49].

Authors proposed in [49] the Double-Sided Neighbour Distance (DSND) algorithm to detect outliers. In this scheme, the SU was characterised as an outlier if its reports to the FC was too far or too close to the reports reported by other neighbouring nodes. There were two attack types that were studied, the independent attack where an attacker is unaware of the SUs reports and the dependent attack where the attacker knows the reports of the SUs. It was possible to detect the attacker in the independent attack but in the dependent attack, the attacker could not be detected. The drawbacks of this study were that the authors did not specify why the reports of secondary users that was too close or too far from the reports of others were regarded as malicious reports. The scheme filtered out legitimate SUs. Another drawback of this work was the presence of a FC, which was a disadvantage in a distributed environment. Our research uses a reputation-based approach to detect and discriminate outliers from SUs.

2.3.6 Adaptive reputation based clustering algorithm [50].

Chowdhury et al. in [50] proposed an adaptive reputation based clustering algorithm to defend against independent and collaborative SSDF attacks in CRN. The algorithm first clustered the nodes based on their sensing history and initial reputation. Each cluster took its decision about the channel availability by considering the relative closeness of the nodes from the median of that cluster. The spectrum band status was then decided on the majority of clusters decision. The final decision was then propagated back to the clusters and then to the individual nodes. Each node was assigned a share of the final decision and the reputation of each node was adjusted based on its participation in the decision-making process.
The work considered various numbers of attackers. Simulation results showed that the proposed scheme did not perform better in detecting attackers because of its majority rule. If in a cluster more than one SU is malicious, this can affect the final decision negatively. The drawback of the work was when there were many clusters containing malicious nodes that report incorrect spectrum observations, and then the final transmission decision would be incorrect.

Another drawback of the proposed scheme was that it depended on the majority rule for which majority can be incorrect. With a large number of attackers in a network, the error rate of this proposed scheme would be very high. We addressed this drawback by using the reputation-based system that considered the reputation of nodes. The reputation system filtered out outliers based on their reputation from several reports; it does not rely on majority rule.

2.3.7 Insistent SSDF (iSSDF) attack [51].

The work in [51] proposed a trust management scheme to mitigate the SSDF attack in CRAHN. The authors studied the SSDF attack and the insistent SSDF (iSSDF) attack. The iSSDF attack does not only report incorrect spectrum observations but it also broadcasts the falsified value in every iteration of the consensus and refrains from performing updates according to the protocol.

A trust management scheme was proposed to evaluate the performance through extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The author’s implemented trust scores as weights for the average consensus update rule to mitigate the iSSDF attacks. Our research also suppresses the effects of the iSSDF by isolating the malicious nodes or outliers before the final decision is made using the reputation based system.

2.3.8 Density-based SSDF detection (DBSD) [52].

Chen et al. in [52] proposed a distributed scheme to mitigate the SSDF attack in cooperative spectrum sensing known as density based SSDF detection (DBSD). The scheme excluded abnormal sensing reports rather than detecting malicious users. They estimated the probability density of the random variable using the kernel-density estimator technique. Each sensing report was tested for abnormality. If a report is deemed as abnormal, the report would be excluded from decision making. The DBSD excludes all abnormal reports even reports from unintentionally
misbehaving nodes. The scheme then calculated the average value based on the remaining sensing reports and compared the value to a PU detection threshold.

The drawback of this work was the assumption of a secure end-to-end connection between SUs. The work assumes that the communication is error-free and would not be tempered by attackers while attackers can tamper with the communication. An attacker can be part of the communication between the SUs and send incorrect data. Our research filtered all incorrect reports by using the q-out-of-m rule. Another drawback of this work was the assumption of malicious nodes being relatively small compared with the number of nodes in the network. The number of MUs in a network can vary; in our research, we tested our proposed scheme with varying number of MUs.

**2.3.9 Joint Spectrum Sensing and data transmission (JSSDT) [53].**

Wei *et al.* in [53] proposed a trust-based framework to protect both distributed cooperative spectrum sensing and data transmission from joint dynamic spectrum sensing and data transmission attack. The proposed scheme used a weight average consensus algorithm with trust values. The authors studied a new attack known as joint spectrum sensing and data transmission (JSSDT) attack. In this attack, MUs report falsified data in spectrum sensing and drop packets in the data transmission process. Nodes, which are found to have low trust values, are regarded as outliers and they are eliminated from decision-making.

The drawback of this work was that it can isolate nodes that are temporarily misbehaving as they have low trust values. One way of addressing this drawback was to eliminate nodes with low trust values from decision making but not permanently. The nodes with low trust value should be eliminated permanently once their threshold value reaches a predefined threshold. If the nodes start behaving non-maliciously again, their trust values could be restored. Our research accommodates unintentionally misbehaving nodes by restoring their reputation.

**2.4 Conclusion**

Different researchers have proposed different schemes in attempting to mitigate the effects of the SSDF attack. This chapter focused on evaluating the proposed schemes to identify caps that need to be filled. We compared our proposed scheme
with the existing schemes to evaluate its scientific contribution and its efficiency in filing up the caps that need to be filled in other researcher’s work.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology used to implement the proposed scheme. We discuss the simulation tools that were used and the simulation parameters. Selection of the number of nodes used to simulate the scheme and the analysis of the chosen tools are discussed.

3.2 Methodology
This research proposed the integration of two infrastructure-based schemes in an infrastructure-less topology. The reputation and the q-out-of-m rule schemes were used to mitigate the effects of the SSDF attack.

In the proposed scheme, the SUs attained the spectrum observations of their direct neighbours. They assessed their reputation and selected the reports of the neighbours with good reputation for further evaluation in the q-out-of-m rule.

The q-out-of-m rule was used to defend against MUs that were able to alter their reports to not be considered as outliers. The q-out-of-m scheme selected 60% of m out of n reports, n which was the SUs with good reputation and m which was the random selection. Q, which is the final transmission decision, was selected from m. The final transmission decision was based on q which was the majority number of nodes. If q nodes reported that the spectrum band was not utilised, the final decision was that the spectrum band was idle. If q number of nodes reported that the spectrum band was utilised, the final decision was that the spectrum band was utilised by PUs.

We used reputation propagation to propagate the reputation of the nodes to other SUs. In the reputation-based system, if the reputation of a node reached a predefined threshold value of 0.6, that node was considered as an outlier and isolated from the network. Non-malicious users that unintentionally report incorrect observation`s reputation were restored if the SUs discontinued reporting incorrect observations.
Matlab was used to implement and simulate the proposed scheme in Windows 10 operating system because it was compatible with Matlab tools. The results of the proposed scheme were compared with the Multi-fusion-based distributed spectrum-sensing scheme (MFDSS) [33] and Density-based Distributed Scheme (DBSD) [52]. The MFDSS scheme was implemented by pongaliur [33] in a distributed environment. The scheme also used the reputation-based system to filter out outliers from the final decision-making. The authors also considered different network sizes. The DBSD scheme used a statistical approach to detect and isolating the SSDF attack, which was desirable in our study to compare the two different approaches.

3.3 Evaluation plan
The simulation tool that was used was Matlab simulation tool in Windows 10 operating system. The scheme was tested considering the network sizes and the number of malicious nodes in the network. The evaluation was done using different network sizes from a small sized network to a large-sized network choosing the malicious nodes from 10%, 20%, 40%, and 50% to 60%. The simulation parameters are shown in table 1.

Table 1: List of simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna type</td>
<td>OmniAntenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC protocol</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11 with extension to support CR networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data channel</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common control channel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel data rate</td>
<td>11 M bits/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SUs</td>
<td>10, 20, 50,100,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of selfish SU</td>
<td>10%,20%,40%,50%,60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation model</td>
<td>TwoRayGround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid size</td>
<td>1000m * 1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion Time</td>
<td>0.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary user detection type</td>
<td>Energy detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility type</td>
<td>Random waypoint model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing type</td>
<td>Cooperative spectrum sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figures</td>
<td>E-Draw was used to design and draw figures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matlab simulation tool was considered in this research because different researchers in their work have used it. It had the necessary tools needed to effectively simulate the proposed scheme. Matlab works best in windows operating system thus it was installed in windows 10 operating system.

There are several methods used to detect PU signals, which include energy detection, cyclostationary, based sensing, radio identification and matched filtering [54], [55], [56]. The SUs in this research sensed the spectrum band using energy detection because it was simple to implement and it did not require prior knowledge of the SUs [57], [58].

Spectrum sensing can be conducted in one of two ways. Cooperatively or non-cooperatively. Cooperatively, whereby the SUs sense the spectrum band and share the information with each other before making the final transmission decision. Non-cooperatively, where a SU senses the spectrum band and makes the decision. In this research, we considered cooperative spectrum sensing because it was more effective and more recommended than non-cooperative spectrum sensing.

### 3.4 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the simulation tools that were used and the simulation parameters. Discussion of the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme has been discussed along with the performance metrics that were used in simulating the scheme. The numbers of nodes chosen for simulation were 10, 20, 50, 100 and 250. This varying number has been chosen to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in a small-sized network, a medium-sized network and a large-sized network. The simulation tool that was chosen to simulate the scheme is Matlab simulation tool.
CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter presents the design and implementation of the reputation and q-out-of-m (R-and-q-out-of-m) rule scheme. The overview of the network model is presented and we model the CRAHN environment implemented in the study. We used the detection theory to model sensing technique used. The results of the scheme are presented using binomial distributions and theoretical results are presented.

4.1 Network model

The network environment consists of two types of users, The PUs that are licenced to utilise the spectrum band at any time and the SUs that utilise the band opportunistically when the PUs are inactive. The SUs have cognitive capabilities that enable them to utilise the band without causing interference to the PUs transmission. We use the detection theory to model the relationship between The SUs and the PUs. The SUs perform spectrum sensing using energy detection to determine the vacant channels as depicted in figure 1.

![Figure 1: channel selection model](image)

Figure 1 depicts spectrum sensing in Reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme (R-and-q-out-of-m). Given L number of channels, the SUs sensed the channels
cooperatively at different time intervals from \( t_0 \) to \( t_n \) to detect the white spaces or the off periods in the band of PUs modelled as \( y_i, y > 0 \) and \( i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots n \) at different time intervals, \( t_i, t_i + 1, t_i + 2 \ldots tn \). The vacant channels \( y_i \) are the channels that the SUs used for transmission. We model the channels states using probability density function (PDF). The function \( F_{p_{\text{on}}(i)}(x), x > 0 \) denotes the probability density function of the ON periods of PU transmission at a particular channel \( i \). The function \( F_{p_{\text{off}}(i)}(y), y > 0 \) denotes the probability density function of the OFF states of PU transmission at channel \( i \), from \( i_1, i_2 \ldots in - 1 \). This can be modelled as a semi Markov state diagram as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Semi-Markov state diagram

Figure 2 shows a semi Markov state diagram of the channel periods. We assume that the ON and OFF periods are independent of each other. The channels periodically transit between states \((ON|OFF)\) at different time intervals \( i_1, i_2 \ldots in \). The PDF is given by:

\[
P.D.F \ F_{p_{\text{on}}(i)}(x)|F_{p_{\text{off}}(i)}(y) \tag{1}
\]

The SUs determine the off periods by detecting the signal strength of the PUs in the channels using energy detection. For a given frequency band, spectrum sensing was formulated as a binary hypothesis as follows:

\[
H_0: x_i(t) = n_i(t), i = 1, 2 \ldots \tag{2}
\]

\[
H_1: x_i(t) = c_i(t)s_i(t) + a_i(t), i = 1, 2 \ldots, N \tag{3}
\]

Where \( H_0 \) denotes that the PU signal is absent and \( H_1 \) denotes that the PU is present. \( N \) being the number of SUs \( x_i(t) \) is the \( i^{th} \) sample of the received signal,
$s_i(t)$ is the PU transmission signal and $c_i(t)$ is the channel gain, while $a_i(t)$ denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The energy $E$ of a given signal $x_i(t)$ is:

$$E = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x_i(t)|^2 dt$$  

(4)

This can be modelled using Perceval’s theorem as:

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x_i(t)|^2 dt = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x_i^\pi(f)|^2 df$$  

(5)

Where

$$x_i^\pi = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-2\pi i f t} dt$$  

(6)

The received energy observation $E_o$ can be modelled as a Normal random variable with mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$ following the hypotheses $H_0$ and $H_1$

$$\begin{align*}
H_0: E_o &\sim N(\mu, \sigma^2) \\
H_1: E_o &\sim N(\mu_1, \sigma^2_1)
\end{align*}$$  

(7)

Comparing $E_o$ with a given threshold value $\gamma_1$, the local binary decision $\varphi$ was obtained as:

$$\begin{align*}
H_0: E_o &< \gamma_1 \text{ where } E_o \sim N(\mu, \sigma^2) \\
H_1: E_o &> \gamma_1 \text{ where } E_o \sim N(\mu_1, \sigma^2_1)
\end{align*}$$  

(8)

The local binary decision $\varphi$ was based on the following criteria

$$\begin{align*}
\varphi > E_o &\text{ accept } H_1, \text{ conclude that PU is present} \\
\varphi < E_o &\text{ accept } H_0, \text{ conclude that PU is absent} \\
E_o < \varphi < E_o &\text{ accept } H_1, \text{ make another observation}
\end{align*}$$  

(9)

After the SUs in R-and-q-out-of-m rule scheme cooperatively sense the spectrum band, they establish a link for data exchange to share their observations with each other as illustrated in figure 3.
Unintentionally misbehaving secondary users
Honest secondary users
Malicious secondary users

**Figure 3: cooperative spectrum sensing**

Figure 3 illustrates cooperative spectrum sensing, where each SU or node collects the sensing data from its neighbouring nodes $Nni, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n$ at different time intervals $t0, t1, ..., tn$. The fusion node, Node $i$ ($ni$) receives the sensing results from its neighbouring nodes. The sensing results ($sr$) of $Nni$ at $ni$ are given as follows:

\[
Sr(ni) = \{Nn1, Nn2, Nn3, Nn4, Nn5, ..., Nnn\} OR \\
Sr(ni) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Nni
\]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

*Where $Sr = \{0$ if PUs is absent, $1$ if PUs is present.*

*H0: PUs present*

*H1: PUs absent*

The neighbouring nodes compute the binary report using (1) and report the binary decision 0 or 1 to the fusion node as given in (2). The variable $ni$ accesses the reputation of the nodes to determine their trustworthiness, isolates the nodes with
bad reputation and implements the q-out-of-m rule scheme to make the final transmission decision.

4.2 Malicious nodes
We assume the presence of one or more MUs that either cooperate or do not cooperate in performing the SSDF attack. Cooperative attack occurs when the MUs launch the SSDF attack by collaborating in the channels they want to falsify. Non-cooperative SSDF attacks do not collaborate in conducting the SSDF attack. Figure 4 illustrates the reputation and q-out-of-m network architecture the study has implemented.

![Figure 4: network model](image)

Malicious Users ○ Honest Users - Misbehaving Users ○

Figure 4 illustrates the R-and-q-out-of-m network architecture, where we have honest Users, misbehaving users, and malicious users (MUs). MUs are classified into two types, the always true and always false attacks. The always true report that spectrum band which is idle is occupied. The always-false attacks report that the band is idle while it is occupied by PUs. Let $g_m(t)$ be the final decision at $ni$ at any given time $t$ from $t_0$ to $tn - 1$, and then the always-true MUs are defined as:

\[ \forall i \in \{Nni\}, g_m(t) = 1 \text{ when } PU = 0 \]
\[ \exists i \text{ where } i \in \{Nni\}, gm(t) = 1 \text{ when } PU = 1 \] (11)

The always false attacks:

\[ \forall i \text{ where } i \in \{Nni\}, gm(t) = 0 \text{ when } PU = 0 \]

\[ \exists i \text{ where } i \in \{Nni\}, gm(t) = 0 \text{ when } PU = 1 \] (12)

The always true and always false attacks are easy to detect and can be filtered out of the network by implementing any fusion scheme. We studied a new attack known as the hit and run attack. The hit and run attack can alter its observations so that it cannot be detected as an outlier. This type of attack is difficult to detect in an ever-changing mobile topology such as CRAHN. We also studied Byzantine failures in the network which are caused by malfunctioning sensing terminals which cause the unintentionally misbehaving nodes. These nodes report incorrect sensing observations to their neighbouring nodes because of the Byzantine failures; caused by multipath fading, signal fading and hidden terminal problem. To correctly detect the PUs transmission; we can use the following binomial distribution:

Let \( s \) measure successful PU detection with \( \Phi \) number of successes and \( f \) measure the success probability with \( \delta = 1 - \Phi \) failure rate, with N SUs given by \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_i \).

Given \( \Phi \) and \( \delta \), the probability of correctly detecting PUs transmission can be measured by a binomial probability distribution as follows:

\[ \binom{n}{\Phi} = \frac{n!}{\Phi!(n-\Phi)!} = P(\Phi) = \binom{n}{\Phi} s^\Phi f^{n-\Phi}, \Phi = 0,1, \ldots, n \text{ and } 0 \leq p \leq 1. \] (13)

With mean

\[ E(\Phi) = \sum_{\Phi=1}^{n} \Phi \frac{n!}{(n-\Phi)!\Phi!} s^\Phi f^{n-\Phi} = \sum_{\Phi=1}^{n} \Phi \binom{n}{\Phi} s^\Phi f^{n-\Phi} = ns. \] (14)

And variance

\[ \sigma^2 = ns[(n-1)s + 1 - ns] = ns(1-s) = nsf. \] (15)

4.3 Probability of false alarm, detection and missed detection

We used the detection theory using binomial distributions to analyse the proposed scheme results with the MFDSS and DBSD results in figure 5 to 7. We evaluated the proposed scheme effectiveness in reducing the probability of both the positive and negative false alarm. Positive false alarm is the detection of legitimate SUs as MUs. Negative false alarm is the detection of MUs as legitimate SUs. We obtained the
results of figure 5-7 using Matlab and we used chart-blocks plot to plot the graphs. The results from figure 5-7 show that the proposed scheme managed to reduce the false alarm probabilities effectively.

Figure 5: Binomial distribution for Density Based System

Figure 5 shows the binomial distribution for the DBSD scheme. The negative false alarm for the DBSD was reduced by 55% while the positive false alarm was reduced by 45%. The binomial distribution for MFDSS scheme using detection theory is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Binomial distribution for Multi-Fusion Based System
Figure 6 shows the binomial distribution for the MFDSS scheme. The negative false alarm was reduced by 62% while the positive false alarm was reduced by 70%. The binomial distribution for the proposed scheme using detection theory is shown in figure 7.

![Figure 6: Binomial Distribution for the MFDSS scheme](image)

**Figure 7: Binomial Distribution for r-and-q-out-of-m rule scheme**

Figure 7 shows the binomial distribution for the proposed scheme. The negative false alarm for the scheme was reduced by 82% while the positive false alarm was reduced by 88%. The figures 5-7 show that the proposed scheme in figure 7 has the lowest margin of the test statistics. This means that the positive and negative false alarms in the proposed scheme are significantly reduced compared to the other schemes. The proposed scheme performed better in reducing the positive and negative false alarms. Chapter five gives more results of the proposed scheme.

**4.4 Mobility**

We used the random waypoint model to model the movement pattern of the nodes given a mobile network. We implement the random waypoint to discourage malicious devices conducting the hit and run attack. The random waypoint model is illustrated in figure 8.
The points in figure 8 are uniformly distributed and are independently and identically distributed (iid) with mean 0 and variance 0. They move at a random distance $d$ given by:

$$
d = \sqrt{(\Delta x)^2 + (\Delta y)^2} = \sqrt{(x_2 - x_1)^2 + (y_2 - y_1)^2}
$$

Where $(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)$ are the coordinates in the network model.

**4.5 Reputation-Based System**

After sensing the spectrum band, the SUs exchanged their local binary measurements of the status of the PUs with their neighbours. The comprehensive reputation of node $i$ on node $j$ at time $n$ is denoted as $T_{nj}$ which is computed as a combination of the current trust and the historical trust at time $tn - 1$. The value update scheme based on reputation can be described as

$$Xi(n + 1) = Xi(n) + \gamma$$

In the reputation-based system, the SUs assessed the reputation of the neighbouring nodes to determine their trustworthiness based on the threshold value $\gamma = 0.6$. Nodes with reputation values above 0.6 were isolated from the network because we classify them as MUs. Each node was assigned a reputation value. The reputation threshold $\gamma$ is chosen to be 0.6 because we were accommodating unintentionally misbehaving nodes. All the values that are below the threshold $\gamma$ were selected for
the q-out-of-m rule fusion. The main objective was to not cause interference to CRAHN thus we integrated the reputation-based system with q-out-of-m rule scheme to isolate all the remaining outliers that were missed by the first fusion step. In algorithm 1, the SUs binary reports are either selected or not selected. If the sensed data of the SUs does not contain malicious observations, then the algorithm states that the final decision made by the particular SU at a particular time should be the same as the report of the SUs. If the report is not the same, we increment the reputation value of the SUs by 0.1 otherwise we decrement by 0.1. The following algorithm 1 gives the reputation-based system:

**Algorithm 1**

```
if \( s_i(t) < \gamma \) then
    \( s_i(t) = 1 \)
else
    \( s_i(t) = 0 \)
if \( s_i(t) \notin \text{outlier} \) then
    if \( d_i(t) = g_m(t) \) then
        \( r_{mi} = r_{mi} \)
    else
        if \( d_i(t) \neq g_m(t) \) then
            \( r_{mi} = r_{mi} + 0.1 \)
        else
            \( r_{mi} = r_{mi} - 0.1 \)
```

Where \( m \) is the node-id of the assessor node at that particular time. The assessor node is the node that is conducting the fusion at a given time to isolate outliers. All the SUs in our network are assessor nodes. \( i \) is the node-id of the neighbouring node, \( d_i(t) \) is the status of the PU. \( S_i(t) \) is the value of the report from the neighbouring node \( i \) with 1 denoting selected and 0 denoting not-selected. The \( g_m(t) \) is the final decision at node \( m \). The \( r_{mi} \) is the current reputation of node \( i \) at device \( m \). The \( \gamma \) is the threshold value. This algorithm shows that the decision submitted to the assessor node is either selected 1 or not selected 0 depending on its reputation metric. If the node is not an outlier, the node is not panelised. A node that is an outlier and reports incorrect spectrum occupancy is penalised by increasing its reputation value by 0.1. A
node which misbehaves for a while but is not a malicious node, its reputation value is decreased by 0.1.

**4.6 Reputation Management**
To manage the reputation of the nodes in the mobile topology, reputation propagation was implemented to propagate the reputation of the nodes to all the secondary networks. The reputation is updated periodically to maintain the freshness of the reputation information.

**4.7 Q-out-of-m rule scheme**
The q-out-of-m rule scheme polls 60% of the nodes from the nodes with good reputation and decides that the PU is present if q or more sensing reports report 1 as follows:

**Algorithm 2**
Step 1: Poll a random number m from reports with good reputation $N_{ri}$ at $t_0, t_1, ..., t_n - 1$.
Step 2: check majority report ($m_r$) from the randomly polled m.

If $m_r > m$

then

$m_r = q$

Step 3: Make the final transmission decision ($g_m(t)$) at $t_0, ..., t_n$. $g_m(t) \in [0,1]$.

if

$q = 1$

then

$g_m(t) = 1$

else

$g_m(t) = 0$

In algorithm 2, a random number of reports m from the ones with good reputation were selected. The majority of reports were assessed to determine q, q=mode value. If the majority of nodes report that, the spectrum band is occupied by PUs then $q = 1$ and the final transmission decision $g_m(t)$ is one. In figure 9 we show the flow diagram of the reputation-and-q-out-of-m rule scheme.
Figure 9: flow diagram of the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme.

Figure 9 shows a flow diagram of the proposed scheme. The SUs share their sensing reports with each other. Each SU evaluates its neighbour’s reputation to determine their trustworthiness. All the nodes with reputation values that are above 0.6 are isolated. The nodes with reputation values below 0.6 are selected for the next fusion phase. In q-out-of-m rule scheme, 60% of the nodes are selected from the nodes with a good reputation and the final transmissions decision is based on q. If q is 1, the final decision is that the spectrum band is utilised by PUs. If q is 0, the final decision is that the spectrum band is not utilised by PUs.

4.8 Metrics
The metrics used to evaluate the proposed scheme were the success probability, missed detection probability and false alarm probability which are given by the following equations:
Let $DSUs$ be the detected SUs and $TSUs$ be the total number of SUs. The false alarm probability is given by:

$$FAp = \frac{DSUs}{TSUs}$$

(18)

Let $TA$ be Total attack and $AD$ be attacks detected. The missed detection probability is given by:

$$MDp = \frac{TA-AD}{TA}$$

(19)

Let $AD$ be the attacks detected. The success probability is given by:

$$Sp = \frac{AD}{TA}$$

(20)

The probability of false alarm is the probability that a channel is occupied by PUs ($H0$) while it is not. This is denoted by:

$$Pf \text{ or } P(H1|H0)$$

(21)

The probability of missed detection is the probability that a channel which is occupied by PUs is detected to be idle ($H1$). This is denoted by the following:

$$Pd \text{ or } P(H0|H1).$$

(22)

4.8 Theoretical results of the proposed scheme

In this section, we present the theoretical analysis of the proposed scheme. We studied and analysed the behaviour of MUs comparing it to the behaviour of honest users. We used Matlab to implement the proposed scheme. We selected some results we obtained from Matlab to draw the graphs using excel because we wanted to distinguish the behaviour of outliers compared to SUs, misbehaving SUs and the hit and run attack. Figure 10 shows the behaviour of each studied SU in this research work. We show the Normal SUs, the unintentionally misbehaving SUs, the hit and run attack and the always yes and always no attack.
**Figure 10: Studied SUs in the network**

In figure 10, we plot the results of the different kinds of SSDF attacks strategies studied in this work. We studied the honest SUs referred to as SU1 and denoted by the blue star line that has reputation values below the threshold value of 60%. These SUs do not exhibit MUs properties in their reports hence their reputation values are always below 60%. We also studied the unintentionally misbehaving SUs that report the opposite of what they sensed due to Byzantine failures in the network. The second type of SU, the SU2 denoted by the red line in figure 10 known as the unintentionally misbehaving SUs, which exhibits some malicious behaviour that makes its reputation metric percentage to rise above 60%. MU1 in figure 10 can alter its reports to avoid being classified as an outlier; as a result, its reputation index will fluctuate below and above the threshold. MU2 always report incorrect observations. We studied two types of MU2, the always yes which always reports that the spectrum band is occupied while it is not. The always no, which reports the unoccupied spectrum band is occupied. These MUs are regarded as outliers and their observations are excluded from the decision making phase.

The q-out-of-m rule scheme, which is the second fusion phase of the proposed scheme, is implemented after the reputation based system. After evaluating the reputation of the nodes using the reputation-based system, nodes with a good reputation are selected for the q-out-of-m rule scheme. The q-out-of-m rule is
implemented again to address the hit and run attack. We discuss the q-out-of-m rule in detail in the sequel:

Suppose we have a network model with 21 SUs from node 0 to 21. Nodes 1 to 21 report their sensed data to node 0 at different time intervals $t_1 - t_n$. Let $N_r$ be the SUs with good reputations. Let 1 denote the presence of a PU and zero denote the absence of PUs in the spectrum band. Then 60% of $m$ which is the average number of nodes with good reputation is polled from $m$. Then $q$ which is the majority of reports from $m$, is used to make the final transmission decision. If the majority of nodes from $m$ report 1, the SUs can conclude that there is an on-going PU transmission. If the majority report 0, the SUs can conclude that the spectrum band is idle as depicted in figure 11.

Figure 11: Q-out-of-m rule scheme

Figure 11 shows the q-out-of-m rule scheme performed by node 0. In this case, all the 20 nodes reported their observations to node 0. The reported reports can be 0 or 1. Node 0 then selects the nodes with good reputations at random time intervals.
from $t_0 - t_{25}$ mini-seconds as highlighted in figure 11. The nodes which are not highlighted are the ones with bad reputation, thus they are excluded in the decision making process. Nodes highlighted in yellow denote non-malicious SUs with good reputation. Nodes highlighted in orange denote the hit and run attack. After $Nr$ has been selected, 60% of $m$ nodes are randomly polled from $Nr$ depicted in figure 12 with a green highlight. In figure 12 have only one node reporting 1, that the spectrum band is occupied and 7 nodes reporting 0, that the spectrum band is idle. The final decision is informed by ($q = 7$). The final decision made by node 0 will be that the spectrum band is idle.

![q-out-of-m rule](image)

**Figure 12: Final decision-making**

When transmissions were completed, the SU updates its reputation table by decrementing the reputation of the nodes that reported correct observations and incrementing the reputations of those which reported incorrect observations. The reputation information and the time stamp of the last update of the reputation were propagated.

### 4.7 Conclusion
Chapter four, the proposed scheme was modelled using detection theory, semi Markov diagram, binomial distribution, algorithms and a flow diagram. The network architecture was designed and the proposed scheme was evaluated using theoretical results. The mobility of the study was presented and the evaluation methods are given with formulas. MUs were explained and the types of MUs we studied were given with their behaviour. We managed to categorise MUs according to their behaviours and we managed to distinguish between the unintentionally misbehaving SUs and MUs.
CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, we present the simulation results of the performance analysis of the reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme. We compare the proposed scheme to the Density Based Distributed System (DBSD) scheme [52] and the Multi-Fusion Based Distributed Spectrum Sensing (MFDSS) scheme [33], in terms of their effectiveness in detecting malicious nodes, the accuracy of cooperative sensing under attack, and making the correct final decision.

The following metrics were used to evaluate the scheme: success probability, missed detection probability, and false alarm probability. The scheme was compared with two existing schemes that combat the SSDF attack, the MFDSS and DBSD schemes. The schemes were implemented in CRAHN. The MFDSS was implemented using the reputation-based system to combat the SSDF attack. The DBSD scheme was implemented using the kernel-based system to combat the SSDF attack. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, a number of different network sizes were considered. The network sizes ranged from the smallest network with 10 nodes to 250 nodes. In each network size, we selected a percentage of malicious nodes ranging from the smallest percentage to the highest percentage, 10% to 60%.

We evaluated the different attack methods of the SSDF in each network size. The following SSDF attack strategies were considered: the hit and run, the always yes, and the always no. We evaluated the unintentionally misbehaving SUs to determine their effect on the performance of the network and the performance of the proposed scheme.

5.1 Simulation 1: The SSDF Attack

Figures 13 to 22 show the implementation of the R-and-q-out-of-m rule scheme in CRAHN network with 50 nodes where 20% of the nodes were malicious. Initially, cooperative spectrum sensing was conducted to determine the state of the spectrum band. Energy levels of the PUs were returned as illustrated in figure 13.
Figure 13: Retuned sensed energy observations

Figure 13 shows the PUs energy levels. The Energy detection technique was used to determine the energy strength of the PUs transmission. The sensing nodes had to compute the binary values based on their observations of the PUs energy level. In this study, we set the PU energy threshold value to zero. If the returned PU energy is below zero, the SUs computed their binary decision to 0. The value of 0 denotes that the spectrum band is idle and 1 denotes that the spectrum band is occupied. For the received energies greater than 0, the SUs compute their binary decision to 1 as illustrated in figure 14.

5.2 Returned energy
The returned energy levels of the nodes are shown in figure 14 before the SSDF attack is introduced in the network.
Figure 14: Binary values of the sensed energy

Figure 14 shows the binary decisions computed by the SUs before the SSDF attack is introduced in the network. Based on the observed energy strength of the PUs, the SUs computed the final binary decision to share with their neighbouring nodes. As shown in figure 14, node 11’s binary decision differs from the decision of other nodes because the node has been compromised by Byzantine failures and is classified as an unintentionally misbehaving node.

5.3 SSDF attack in CRAHN

We configured the network to identify the malicious nodes as shown in figure 15.
The SSDF attack was introduced in the network as illustrated in figure 15 in which a network with 50 nodes of which 10 of them are malicious was considered. The MUs alter the binary decision as depicted in figure 16.

Figure 16: The SSDF attack

Figure 16 shows how the attacking nodes alter their actual observations and report false results. Nodes 5,7,8,12,16,19,22,29,39 and 45 altered their results from 1 to 0 compared to figure 15. Node 11 was set to be an unintentionally misbehaving node thus it reported an incorrect value of 0. We present results of the always yes (Ay) attacks, which are SSDF attacks that always report that the spectrum band is occupied while it is not. Always no (Ay) attacks, which report that spectrum band that is idle is not.

5.4 sensing reports and reputation of the nodes

Figure 17 depicts reputation values of the nodes and sensing reports.
Figure 17 shows the reputation values and SUs sensing reports before they are updated by the proposed scheme. Each node had a reputation value associated with the sensing report. The nodes with incorrect sensing reports reputation values are updated by 0.1 as shown in figure 18 and all the nodes with unaltered sensing reports reputation values are decremented by 0.1.

5.5 Updating the reputation values
We update the reputation values to prevent MUs from changing their identities. Figure 18, shows the reputation values are updated in reputation and q out of m rule scheme.
In figure 18, all the SUs whose reports were not equal to the final decision reputation values were incremented by 0.1. The SUs whose reports were equal to the final decision reputation values were decremented by 0.1 except for the MUs, which are indicated in figures 16 and 17.

5.6 Reputation-based system: Nodes IDs and the node's reputation
We depict the reputation based system node IDs and their reputation values in figure 19.
In figure 19, we present the reputation values of nodes ranging from 0 to 1 against the node IDs. The reputation-based system was implemented to determine the trustworthiness of the nodes. We have set our threshold value (TV) to 0.6 in order to accommodate Um SUs. The threshold value is used to determine which nodes will be selected for final decision-making. Our reputation values range from 0 to 1. We have set our nodes to 50 in figure 19 where 20% of the total nodes are malicious nodes.

5.7 Isolated nodes with reputation above the threshold value of 0.6
In figure 20, we present the results of all the nodes from figure 19 that have been isolated in the network because of their reputation values which are above TV.

![Discarded nodes above threshold value 0.6](image)

**Figure 20: Nodes above threshold value**

Figure 20 depicts the isolated nodes whose reputation values are above the TV. The simulation time is plotted against the position of the nodes in the network. The following nodes: 3, 6, 7, 10, 15, 18, 24, 28, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 43 and 50 were isolated since their reputation values were above the selected TV. The inputs of these nodes were not considered in the final decision-making.

5.8 Selected nodes below TV 0.6
We present the results of all the nodes whose reputation values are below the TV in figure 21.
Figure 21: Nodes below threshold value

Figure 21 shows the results of the nodes that have reputation values that are below the TV. The reputation values of these nodes are included in the final decision-making.

5.9 Simulation of sensing reports that are not equal to the final decision

Figure 22 depicts the results of all the nodes whose reputation values are incremented by 0.1
Figure 22 present the reputation values of nodes whose values were incremented by 0.1. The sensing reports of these nodes are not equal to the final decision hence their reputation values were incremented by 0.1.

5.10 Success Probability with 10% malicious users
We evaluated the success probability with 10% malicious users in the network of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 in figure 23.

Figure 23: Success Probability with 10% malicious users
In figure 23, the schemes success probability in detecting and isolating the SSDF attack was evaluated. We varied the number of nodes from \( N = 10 \) to \( N = 250 \) with a fixed percentage of MUs \( (MUs = 10\%) \). The emphasis was to investigate the hit and run attack strategy \((HnR)\), the always yes \((Ay)\) attack strategy and the always no attack strategy \((An)\). We also evaluated the impact of the unintentionally misbehaving nodes \((Um)\) in the success probability and missed detection probability on the schemes. In \( N = 10 \), we did set 1 node to be the \( Ay \) SSDF attack. We observed that the proposed scheme, the DBSD scheme and the MFDSS scheme were able to detect the malicious node. The schemes showed to have better performance in detecting the \( Ay \) SSDF attack when the network size was 10 because there was a single attack.
We then increased the number of nodes to 50 while evaluating 10% MUs. To effectively evaluate the performance of the schemes in different attack strategies of the SSDF attack, we set 1 $A_y$, 1 always no attack ($A_n$), 2 misbehaving SUs ($U_m$), and 1 hit and run attack ($HnR$). The proposed scheme showed to perform better in detecting and isolating the attacks. The MFDSS scheme’s limitation was in detecting the $HnR$ attack. The DBSD scheme only detected the $A_y$ and $A_n$ and was able to remove the extreme outliers. The DBSD was not designed to distinguish between misbehaving nodes and malicious nodes in the network.

In $N = 100$ we set 10% of the nodes to be malicious with 4 $U_m$. We set 2 $A_y$ attacks, 2 $A_n$ attacks, and 2 $HnR$ attacks, to examine the schemes’ effectiveness in distinguishing between the SSDF attack and byzantine failures. The $U_m$ nodes where not detected in the first fusion phase which led to a slight decrease in the success probability of the proposed scheme in detecting the attack. Analysing the results of the DBSD scheme, we observed that it managed to detect the $A_y$ and $A_n$ attacks. The MFDSS scheme performed better in detecting all the attack strategies of the SSDF attack except the $HnR$ attack.

When we increase the number of nodes to $N = 150$ with a fixed percentage of malicious nodes we observed that the performance of the schemes is affected. We randomly varied the attack strategies in $N = 150$ by setting $A_y$ attack to 4. The $A_n$ attack was set to 4, the $HnR$ attack to 4, and $U_m$ to be 3. The proposed scheme showed to have the highest success probability in detecting and isolating the SSDF attack. The DBSD scheme is prone to byzantine failures and cannot distinguish unintentionally misbehaving nodes and malicious nodes [52].

In $N = 250$, we evaluated the proposed scheme’s performance when the number of MUs were 25 in the network with 6 $A_y$ attacks, 6 $A_n$ attacks, 6 $HnR$ attacks, and 7 $U_m$ allocated randomly. From the results, the performance of the schemes shows to have degraded as we increased the number of nodes and the number of malicious nodes. The increase in the number of nodes had a negative impact in the success probability of the schemes. The proposed scheme performed better in the success probability of detecting MUs compared to the other schemes. We can conclude that the DBSD scheme does not perform well in a large network with higher number of
MUs. This is because the DBSD detected the $A_y$ and $A_n$ attack strategies of the SSDF attack.

5.11 Success Probability with 20% malicious users

The results of success probability with 20% malicious users are plotted in figure 24.

![Success Probability (20% MUs)](image_url)

**Figure 24: Success Probability where 20% of the SUs are malicious**

In figure 24, we evaluated the success probability of the schemes in $N = 10, 50, 100, 150$ to 250 with different SSDF attack strategies. We evaluated the performance of the network with $A_y = 1$ and $A_n = 1$ SSDF attack for $N = 10$. We observed that there was no effect in the success probability of the schemes because the $HnR$ attack and $MUs$ where not considered. In $N = 50$ we set 10 nodes to be malicious where 3 nodes where the $Um$ nodes. We set 3 $A_y$ and 3 $A_n$, and 1 $HnR$ attack. We observed that the DBSD had the highest decrement of success probability because the $HnR$ attack and $Um$ nodes were considered. However, when the $Um$ nodes and $HnR$ attack were not present in the network, the performance of the DBSD scheme improves gradually. The proposed scheme performed better because of the $q$-out-of-$m$ rule scheme implemented which isolated the $Um$ nodes and $HnR$ attack before the final decisions were made. The MFDSS scheme
degraded because the implemented reputation-based scheme could not isolate the $HnR$ attack before the final decisions were made.

In $N = 100$ we evaluated the performance of the schemes with $MUs = 20$. We set $Ay = 5, An = 5, Mn = 5$ where 2 had bad reputation and $HnR = 5$. We analysed the performance of the proposed scheme and noticed that 30% of the $MUs$ were not detected. This is because the $Um$ nodes without bad reputation were not isolated from the network before the final transmission decision was made. The $HnR$ attack were not detected by the reputation-based system. The DBSD scheme performs better in a case where only the $Ay$ and $An$ attacks were considered but when the other attack strategies were incorporated the performance of the scheme degraded. We implemented the MFDSS scheme using the modified z-test strategy. The scheme performs better in detecting the $Ay, An$, and $Um$ attacks but cannot detect the $HnR$ attack.

In $N = 150$, we test the ability of the schemes to detect byzantine failures. We considered 30 nodes to be malicious with 10 nodes experiencing byzantine failures. We set $8 Ay, 8 An$, and $4 HnR$ attack. The results show that the success probability of the schemes to detect $MUs$ decreases when the network size increases and the percentage of the byzantine failures increases.

In $N = 250$ and $MUs = 50$, we randomly set 8 nodes to experience byzantine failures with $18 Ay$, $18 An$, and $4 HnR$ attacks. When we have a large number of $Ay$ and $An$ attacks in the network, the performance of the schemes improved. The results showed that the $Ay$ and $An$ attack strategies of the SSDF attack are easily detected by the schemes. The proposed scheme outperformed the other schemes and it managed to detect 80% of the $Um$ nodes, 33% of the $An$ nodes and 50% of the $HnR$ nodes because the increase in the number of malicious users from 10% to 20% did not have a negative impact on the performance of the proposed scheme. However, The DBSD scheme is not robust enough to handle different SSDF attack densities and was worst affected. The MFDSS scheme was impacted by the variation in the $HnR$ attack and $Um$ nodes because they were not detected by the first fusion stage.
5.12 Success Probability with 40% malicious users in the network

Figure 25 shows the results of success probability with $MU_s = 40\%$ in the network of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250.

![Success Probability(40% MUs)](image)

**Figure 25: Success Probability with 40% malicious users**

In figure 25 we present the success probability of the R-AND-Q-OUT-OF-M rule scheme, the DBSD scheme, and the MFDSS scheme in detecting the presence of malicious nodes in a network with 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 nodes given a fixed percentage of $MU_s$ (40%). We varied the attack methods of the SSDF attack to evaluate the attack strategy of the SSDF with the highest impact on the network. In $N = 10$, we had $MU_s = 4$. We set 1 $UM$, 1 $Ay$, 1 $An$, and 1 $HnR$ attack. The performance of the proposed scheme and MFDSS scheme were slightly affected because both schemes managed to detect 75% of the MUs. Their performance was affected by the $HnR$ attack, which was not detected. The performance of the DBSD scheme achieved a detection accuracy of 50% because the $HnR$ attack and the $Um$ node were not detected by the scheme. Figure 25 exhibited different trends compared to figure 24 because of the increase in the number of $MU_s$ in figure 25.

In $N = 50$, we present the results of $MU_s = 20$ where we had $Ay = 5, An = 5, HnR = 5$, and $Um = 5$. The results show that the proposed scheme outperformed the MFDSS and DBSD schemes. The performance of the proposed scheme increased
by 5% in $N = 50$ compared to when the network had 10 nodes. The performance of the MFDSS scheme reduced due to the unintentionally misbehaving nodes which were not detected by the scheme. The DBSD scheme achieved constant detection accuracy when the network size and the number of $MUs$ was increased.

In $N = 100$, we had $MUs = 40$. To test the effect of the hit and run attack on the network, we set $HnR = 18$ while $Ay = 8$, $An = 8$, and $Um = 6$. We observed a huge drop in the performance of the schemes but the proposed scheme achieved the highest detection accuracy which is more than 60% compared to the MFDSS and DBSD schemes. When the number of hit and run attacks increases the DBSD scheme, detection accuracy reduces drastically. This is because in its current form, the DBSD scheme is not designed to combat the hit and run attack and unintentionally misbehaving SUs. The MFDSS scheme is designed to combat the hit and run attack but is not optimized to combat a large number of hit and run attack. MFDSS scheme was implemented using modified Z-test, which performs better when the byzantine failure rate cannot be estimated. The results show that the $Um$ nodes have an effect on the performance of the MFDSS scheme.

In $N = 150$, we test the impact of the $Ay$ and $An$ SSDF attack strategies on the success probability of the schemes. We set a fixed number of Mus (40%) while we increased the attack probability of the $Ay = 25$ and $An = 25$. We set the $Um = 6$ and $HnR = 4$. We observed an increase in the schemes’ performance in detecting the MUs.

In $N = 250$ and $MUs = 100$, we evenly distributed the SSDF attack strategies. We set the $Ay$ attack to 25, $An$ attack to 25, the $HnR$ attack to 25, and the $Um$ to 25. The detection accuracy of the schemes dropped compared to $N = 150$. With an equal number of attack strategies and an increase in the network size, the performance of the schemes was degraded.

5.13 Success Probability with 50% malicious users
We present the results of success probability with 50% malicious users in the network in figure 26.
We present the success probability of the schemes in detecting the SSDF with $MUs = 50\%$ in figure 26. In $N = 10$, $MUs = 5$, we evaluated the performance of the network under 1 $Um$, 1 $Ay$, 1 $An$, and 2 $HnR$ attack. From the given results, the proposed scheme managed to detect all the attacks in the network because it is optimized to detect all the attack strategies of the SSDF attack. The DBSD scheme managed to detect 60\% of the MUs in the network while the MFDSS scheme managed to detect only 80\% of the MUs in the network.

For $N = 50$, we increased the number of $MUs$ to 25 while randomly distributed the SSDF attack strategies in the network. We had the $Um = 5, Ay = 6, An = 8$, and $HnR = 6$. We evaluated the performance of the schemes in detecting and isolating the SSDF attack before the final transmission decision was made. The results show that the $Um$ nodes have a negative impact on the detection accuracy of the proposed scheme because 60\% of the attack could not be detected by the proposed scheme. The performance of the DBDS scheme improved compared to $N = 10$ but it is still under performing in detecting the $MUs$. The performance of the MFDSS scheme decreased by 8\% compared to when $N = 10$ due to the $Um$ nodes and $HnR$ attack.
The detection probability in \( N = 100 \) when \( MUs \) were 50\% of the total nodes decreased gradually. We set \( Um = 12, Ay = 15, An = 15 \), and \( HnR = 8 \) because the \( Ay \) and \( An \) attacks are the most common SSDF attack strategies. In \( N = 150 \) with \( MUs = 75 \), we randomly set \( Um = 18, Ay = 25, An = 15 \), and \( HnR = 17 \). The results show that with an increase in the number of SUs and MUs where many \( Um \) and \( HnR \) attacks were considered, the schemes success probability reduced.

### 5.14 Success Probability with 60\% malicious users

The results of success probability with 60\% malicious users in 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 nodes are shown in figure 27.

![Success Probability (60% MUs)](image)

**Figure 27: Success Probability: 60\% malicious users**

We purposely assigned 40 \( MUs \) in the network to show that a mitigation scheme against the SSDF attack to assess the effectiveness of the schemes in networks with high number of SSDF attacks in figure 27. We present the results of \( MUs = 60\% \) in which varied types of attack methods were considered. In \( N = 10 \), we have 6 \( MUs \) where 3 were the \( Ay \) and 3 were the \( An \) SSDF attack. We tested the performance of the schemes with only the always yes and always no attacks. In \( N = 50 \), we tested the performance of the schemes with 10 \( Ay \), 10 \( An \), and 10 \( Um \). In \( N = 100 \) to test the resiliency of the \( Ay, An, \) and \( HnR \) attacks, we set \( Ay = 20, An = 20 \), and \( HnR = 20 \). In \( N = 150 \) we had \( HnR = 45 \) and \( Um = 45 \) while in \( N = 250 \) we set \( Ay = 45, An =\)
45 $HnR = 30$, and $Um = 30$. With a large number of SSDF attacks in the network, regardless of the attack strategies implemented by the SSDF attack, the schemes performance reduces. We noted that the $HnR$ attack and $Um$ nodes were the attacks with the highest negative impact on the network. The $HnR$ attack can contain characteristics of legitimate $SUs$ which reduces the detection probability of the schemes. The $Um$ nodes with incorrect spectrum observation values can have a negative impact on the final transmission decision and because they are classified as SUs, they are not easily detected.

5.15 Missed Detection Probability with 10% MUs

Figure 28 shows the results of Missed Detection probability with 10% malicious users in a network with 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 nodes.

![Missed Detection Probability (10% MUs)](image)

**Figure 28: Missed detection Probability: 10% MUs**

In figure 28, we examined the schemes’ missed detection probabilities in detecting the SSDF attack in the network under different scenarios in each network size. In $N = 10$, we had only one attack method implemented, the $Ay$ attack method. We observed that the proposed scheme, the DBSD scheme, and the MFDSS scheme were able to detect the $Ay$ attack because the attack probability of the $Ay$ exhibits
the attributes of an outlier which can be easily detected by any fusion scheme. All the schemes had low miss detection probabilities in detecting the $Ay$ SSDF attack.

Increasing the nodes to 50 with 10% $MUs$ and using the same parameters as in success probability; We set 1 $Ay$ attack, 1 $An$ attack, 2 misbehaving SUs, and 1 $HnR$ attack. The proposed scheme had the lowest missed detection probability. In $N = 100$ with 10% of the nodes being malicious where 4 were $Um$ nodes, 2 were the $Ay$ attack, 2 $An$ attack, and 2 $HnR$ attack. We observed an increase in the missed detection probability of the proposed scheme.

We increased the number of nodes to $N = 150$, with a random variation of the attack strategies. The $Ay$ attack was set to 4, the $An$ attack to 4, the $HnR$ attack to 4, and $Um$ nodes to 3. The proposed scheme had positive missed detection probability results. The proposed scheme detected and isolated all the malicious nodes because of the q-out-of-m rule scheme implemented that detects all the $MUs$ and $Um$ nodes in the first fusion phase. The DBSD scheme is prone to byzantine failures and $Um$ nodes.

In $N = 250$ we evaluated the proposed scheme’s performance when the number of $MUs$ were 25 in the network with 6 $Ay$ attacks, 6 $An$ attacks, 6 $HnR$, and $Um$ allocated randomly. The results showed an increase in the percentage of missed detection probabilities of all the schemes. We conclude that the $HnR$ attack and the $Um$ nodes have a negative impact on the performance of the schemes.

5.16 Missed Detection Probability with 10% malicious users
The Missed Detection probability with 20% malicious user’s results are presented in figure 29.
In Figure 29, we discuss the missed detection probability results obtained through Matlab simulation tool. The performance of the schemes was investigated under different SSDF attack scenarios in Figure 29. For $N = 10$, we set two different scenarios, we set 1 $Ay$ attack and 1 $An$ attack. We observed that with the $Ay$ and $An$ attacks, the schemes can detect and isolate them given their estimated attack probabilities. In $N = 50$ we had 10 malicious nodes with 3 nodes experiencing byzantine failures. We set 3 $Ay$ and 3 $An$ to examine their effect and 1 $HnR$ attack. We observed that the DBSD had the highest missed detection probability due to the byzantine failures and $HnR$ attack which were not easy to detect.

For $N = 100$ we evaluated the performance of the schemes with $MUs = 20$. We set the $Ay = 5$, $An = 5$, $Um = 5$ where 2 had bad reputation and $HnR = 5$. The proposed scheme had increased missed detection probability of 30% due to the byzantine failures. The $HnR$ attack also had an impact on the missed detection probability of the schemes and caused it to increase.

In $N = 150$, we examined the ability of the schemes to detect byzantine failures in scenario with 30 nodes being malicious with 10 nodes experiencing byzantine failures. We set 8 $Ay$, 8 $An$, and 4 $HnR$ attack. The missed detection probability of the schemes increased when the network size increased and the percentage of the byzantine failures also increased. This increase was caused by the implementation
of the $HnR$ attack and the $Um$ nodes. These nodes have a negative impact on the network when not detected.

In $N = 250$ and $MUs = 50$, we randomly set 8 nodes to be the $Um$ nodes with 18 $Ay$ attacks, 18 $An$ attacks, and 4 $HnR$ attacks. The results showed that with a high number of $Ay$ and $An$ attacks in the network, the missed detection probability reduced significantly compared to $N = 150$. The $Ay$ and $An$ attack strategies of the SSDF attack had the lowest effect in the performance of the schemes. This means that the $Ay$ and $An$ attacks can be detected even by the soft fusion rules but the $Um$ nodes and $HnR$ attack had the highest number of attack probabilities, which cannot be easily detected.

**5.17 Missed Detection Probability with 40% malicious users**

The results of missed detection probability where 40% of the nodes in the network are malicious are presented in figure 30.

![Figure 30: Missed detection Probability: 40% malicious users](image)

Figure 30 show the missed detection probability of the R-AND-Q-OUT-OF-M rule, DBSD scheme, and MFDSS schemes in $N = 10, 50, 100, 150$ to 250, with $MUs = 40$. In $N = 10$, we had $MUs = 4$. We set 1 $Um$, 1 $Ay$, 1 $An$, and 1 $HnR$ attack. In $N = 50$, we set $MUs = 20$ where $Ay = 5$, $An = 5$, $HnR = 5$, and $Um = 5$. The results show
that the proposed scheme outperformed the MFDSS and DBSD schemes in missed detection probability

In $N = 100$, we have $MUs = 40$. To investigate the effect of the hit and run attack in missed detection probability, we set $HnR = 18$ while $Ay = 8, An = 8$, and $Um = 6$. We observed an increase in the missed detection percentage of the schemes. The $HnR$ attack had a negative impact on the network.

In $N = 150$, we examine the impact of the $Ay$ and $An$ SSDF attack strategies on the performance of the schemes. We set a fixed 40% $MUs$ while we increased the attack probability of the $Ay = 25$ and $An = 25$. We set the $Um = 6$ and $HnR = 4$. We observed a decrease in the missed detection rate of the schemes. The decrease was caused by the $Ay$ and $An$ attacks which were easily detected by the schemes due to their simple attack probabilities.

In $N = 250$ and $MUs = 100$, we evenly distributed the SSDF attack strategies. We set the $Ay$ attack to 25, $An$ attack to 25, the $HnR$ attack to 25, and the $Um$ to 25. The missed detection rate of the schemes increased compared to $N = 150$.

5.18 Missed Detection Probability where 50% of the nodes are malicious

When the number of malicious nodes is increased to 50%, the behaviour of the missed detection probability is plotted in figure 31.

![Missed Detection Probability (50% MUs)](image-url)
Figure 31: Missed detection Probability: 50% malicious users

In figure 31, the number of MUs was the same as the number of SUs, this caused the results to exhibit a different pattern from figure 31. The attack strategy implemented by the SSDF attack also caused a different behaviour in the results. In $N = 10$, $MUs = 5$, we had $1 Um, 1 Ay, 1 An$, and $2 HnR$ attack. The results show that the proposed scheme performed better than the other schemes and had the lowest missed detection percentage. The DBSD scheme had a missed detection percentage of 40% and the MFDSS had a missed detection percentage of 20%. This was caused by the $HnR$ attack and $Um$ nodes. The MFDSS scheme and DBSD scheme had limitations in detecting the $HnR$ attack and $Um$ nodes due to their design properties discussed in chapter 2.

For $N = 50$, we had 25 MUs with randomly distributed SSDF attack strategies in the network. We set $Um = 5, Ay = 6, An = 8$, and $HnR = 6$. The missed detection probability in $N = 100$ when MUs were 50% showed to increase. We set $Um = 12, Ay = 15, An = 15$, and $HnR = 8$. In $N = 150$ we set $MUs = 75$, we randomly set $Um = 18, Ay = 25, An = 15$, and $HnR = 17$. With an increase in the number of SUs and MUs where we had a high number of $Um$ and $HnR$ attacks, the schemes’ missed detection probability increased.

5.19 Missed Detection Probability with 60% malicious users

The number of malicious nodes is further increased to 60% in figure 32 and the missed detection probability results are plotted in form of bar graphs for the proposed scheme, the DBSD scheme and the MFDSS scheme.
Figure 32: Probability of missed detection: 60% MUs

In figure 32, the number of MUs was more than the number of SUs, which caused the missed detection probability to increase gradually. In $N = 10$, we had 6 MUs where we had 3 $Ay$ and 3 $An$ SSDF attack strategies. In $N = 50$ we had 10 $Ay$, 10 $An$ and 10 $Um$. In $N = 100$ we set $Ay = 20$, $An = 20$, and $HnR = 20$. In $N = 150$ we had $HnR = 45$ and $Um = 45$ while in $N = 250$ we set $Ay = 45$, $An = 45$, $HnR = 30$, and $Um = 30$. With a large number of SSDF attacks in the network, the missed detection probability increased especially when we increased the $HnR$ attack and the Um nodes. This was as a result of the $HnR$ attack can alter its results to avoid being detected as a MU. This makes it difficult to estimate the attack probability of the $HnR$ attack. The $Um$ nodes can contain malicious results while they have good reputations, making it difficult for them to be detected.

5.20 False Alarm Probability with 10% malicious users

The results of False Alarm Probability with 10% malicious users in a network of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 are presented in figure 33.
Figure 33: False Alarm Probability with 10% malicious users

Figure 33 shows the ineffectiveness of the schemes which results in isolating legitimate SUs in the network classifying them as malicious nodes. In $N = 10$, we had 9 SUs and 1 MU. In $N = 50$, we set 5 MUs and 45 SUs, in $N = 100$, we set 10 MUs and 90 SUs, in $N = 150$ we set 15 MUs and 135 SUs and in $N = 250$ we set 15 MUs and 225 SUs. As the number of SUs increased in the network the false alarm probability increased as well. The false alarm rate increased as the number of SUs increase. The false alarm rate continued to increase as we increased the number of MUs.

5.21 False Alarm Probability with 20% malicious users

Figure 34 shows the results of False Alarm Probability with 20% increased number of malicious users.
Figure 34: False Alarm Probability: 20% malicious users

In figure 34, we present the results of false alarm probability with 20% MUs in the network. In $N = 10$, we set 8 SUs and 2 MU. In $N = 50$ we set 10 MUs and 40 SUs, in $N = 100$, we set 20 MUs and 80 SUs, in $N = 150$ we set 30 MUs and 120 SUs and in $N = 250$ we set 50 MUs and 200 SUs. All the schemes recorded false alarm probability that is less than 60%. The behaviour of the results was caused by the attack strategy implemented by the SSDF attack. Unintentionally misbehaving SUs were discarded from the network due to their reports, which increased the false alarm probability of the proposed scheme.

5.22 False Alarm Probability with 40% malicious users

We present the results of False Alarm Probability with 40% malicious users in figure 35.
Figure 35: False Alarm Probability: 40% malicious users

In figure 35 we simulate the results of false alarm probability with 40% MUs in the network. In $N = 10$, we had 6 SUs and 4 MU. The results show that in the proposed and MFDSS schemes 1 SU was isolated in the network before the final transmission was made and 2 SUs were classified as MUs. In $N = 50$ we set 20 MUs and 30 SUs, in $N = 100$, we set 40 MUs and 60 SUs, in $N = 150$ we set 60 MUs and 90 SUs and in $N = 250$ we set 100 MUs and 150 SUs. The results show that as the number of SUs increased the number of MUs increased.

5.23 False Alarm Probability with 50% malicious users

Figure 36 presents the results of False Alarm Probability with 50% malicious users in a network of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 nodes.
Figure 36: False Alarm Probability: 50% malicious users

In figure 36 we presented the results of false alarm probability with 50% MUs in the network. In $N = 10$, we set 5 SUs and 5 MU. In $N = 50$ we set 25 MUs and 25 SUs, in $N = 100$, we set 50 MUs and 50 SUs, in $N = 150$ we set 75 MUs and 75 SUs and in $N = 250$ we set 125 MUs and 125 SUs. The results show that when we had 50% SUs in the network, the false alarm probability of the schemes reduced compared to when the MUs were 40%.

5.24 False Alarm Probability with 60% MUs
In figure 37, we present the results of False Alarm Probability with 60% malicious users in a network of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 250 nodes.
Figure 37: False Alarm Probability: 60% malicious users

In figure 37 we present the false alarm probability with 60% MUs in the network. In $N = 10$, we set 4 SUs and 6 MU. In $N = 50$ we set 30 MUs and 20 SUs, in $N = 100$, we set 60 MUs and 40 SUs, in $N = 150$ we set 90 MUs and 60 SUs and in $N = 250$ we set 150 MUs and 100 SUs. With less SUs in the network, the false alarm probability is less than 50%. The increase in the false alarm probability was caused by the increase in the percentage of MUs in the network from 50% to 60%. Even though the proposed scheme had the lowest false alarm probability and the DBSD scheme had the highest false alarm probability, the false alarm probability is still high compared to figure 36. This means that the high percentage of MUs in the network compared to SUs has a negative impact on the performance of the network.

5.3 Discussion of Findings

The proposed scheme showed to perform better compared to the DBSD scheme [52] and the MFDSS scheme [33]. The success probability of the proposed scheme outperformed the success probability of the DBSD scheme and the MFDSS scheme. The study proved that the integrated reputation and q-out-of-m rule scheme can be deployed in a CRAHN network to mitigate the SSDF attack. The simulations proved that the reputation based system can be deployed to isolate the SSDF attack. We implemented the q-out-of-m rule scheme to discourage the hit and run attack and from the results, this was proven to be effective as it increased the success
probability while it minimized the missed detection probability. The implemented reputation based system managed to distinguish between the misbehaving SUs and outliers because the proposed scheme had the lowest false alarm probability compared to the DBSD scheme and the MFDSS scheme.

**Conclusion**
Chapter 5 compares the performance results of the proposed scheme with the MFDSS and the DBSD schemes. We focused on the success probability of the schemes in detecting MUs, missed detection probability, and false alarm probability in classifying legitimate SUs to be MUs. The results show that the proposed scheme was superior in all the evaluation metrics. We evaluated the schemes by increasing the MUs attack percentages and by varying the attack strategies and increasing the network sizes. We evaluated the schemes and attack strategies of the SSDF attack with different percentages. We can, therefore, conclude that the most effective attack strategies of the SSDF attack are the $HnR$ attack and the $Um$ nodes because they can bypass the defence schemes. The always yes and always no attacks were easily detected because their values were distinct in comparison to the normal SUs values.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

6.1 Introduction
CRN technology promises to address the limitations of the spectrum shortage by allowing SUs to transmit in the white space of the PUs licenced band. However, security attacks such as the SSDF leads to new challenges in CRN. The potential of CRN has attracted a significant number of researchers, however, the security aspect of CRN especially CRAHN still requires further research. In this study, we investigated the SSDF attack in CRAHN and implemented a defence mechanism known as the R-AND-Q-OUT-OF-M rule scheme. We compared the scheme against the MFDSS and DBSD to evaluate its effectiveness in detecting the SSDF attack and isolating MUs or compromised nodes. In this chapter, we discuss the summary of the findings from the investigations and make recommendations and outline possible future research direction.

6.2 Research Summary
This study investigated the three types of SSDF attacks. The always yes, always no, and hit and run attack focusing on the MAC layer of CRN. The always yes, consistently reports that idle spectrum band is occupied. The always no reports that occupied spectrum band is idle. The hit and run attack can modify its report to avoid being detected. We have established that the aim of these attacks is to cause denial of service either to the SUs or interference to the PUs. We have also discussed unintentionally misbehaving SUs that report incorrect observations due to challenges in the network environment.

In an attempt to address the security challenges, we implemented the reputation and the q-out-of-m rule scheme in CRAHN. The reputation-based system evaluates the past reports of the SUs to determine their level of trustworthiness. The q-out-of-m rule scheme selects 60% from the reports with a good reputation. The final transmission decision is based on the majority of reports q. reputation updating was implemented to update the reputation of malicious nodes. We set our TV in the reputation-based system to 60% to accommodate the unintentionally misbehaving SUs. We implemented energy detection as the sensing technique as it is widely used by other researchers.
The simulation results show that the Reputation-and-q-out-of-m rule scheme is the best performing algorithm for detecting and isolating MUs. We analysed the DBSD, MFDSS, and the R-AND-Q-OUT-OF-M rule schemes. The results show that the hit and run attack and the unintentionally misbehaving SUs could negatively affect the performance of the scheme if not detected and isolated.

6.3 Recommendations
There is a need to conduct more extensive research in CRAHN security in large networks to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in detecting the SSDF attack. The attack strategies of the hit-and-run attack still require further investigation. The non-collaborative SSDF attack with different attack probabilities needs to be further investigated. There is need to investigate the unintentionally misbehaving nodes and implement a scheme that will accommodate them without causing interference to PUs transmission.

6.4 Conclusion
The study investigated the spectrum sensing data falsification attack in cognitive radio ad hoc networks. We implemented the reputation-based system and q-out-of-m rule scheme to mitigate the effects of the attack. We studied the always yes attack, always no attack and hit and run attack. We also studied unintentionally misbehaving SUs and used the reputation-based system to accommodate them. We compared our proposed scheme with the multifusion-based distributed spectrum sensing scheme and the density based scheme. Our metrics were the success probability, missed detection probability and false alarm probability. Our proposed scheme performed better in detecting malicious users and isolating them from the network before the final transmission decision was made.
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